
Trust your Eyes

How long would it take you to get off this stair case?

A man named M.C. Escher came up with that… He did 
this other one on the next page. It makes you wonder, 
which way is up? Or Down?



There is a dot in the middle of each of the flowers. 
Which one is bigger? Measure them.

How many black dots are there in the intersecting 
white lines BELOW ? Count them.

How vision 

works

To discover something, we have to get information about 
it. That information could be feeling it, hearing it, or 
seeing it. And, seeing it could be visually with our eyes or 
with devices that see things in other ways, like infrared 
or X-rays. If I could see with x-rays then my hand would 
look like this:

But, I can’t. :(



When I see something, do I 
see the object (my hand) or do 
I see light that bounced off 
what I looked at> If I see 
with my eyes and regular light 
then I see skin in a certain 
color. If I see with x-rays, I 
don’t see any skin. So what 
does something really look like?
Light comes to my eye and 
the eye turns the light into a 
signal for the brain. Anytime 
we get information, the mind 
has to make sense of it. The 
brain does that by comparing. 

the new information to old information and trying to 
make it match. Things can get pretty tricky. Are the 
lines below all straight or curved? Put a ruler next to one



How we see things - activity

Light (or waves) bounce off an 
object and to your eye. Do you really 
see the object or the light 
reflections? What happens if its an 
x-ray instead of regular light?

Our minds take signals from our eyes (or ears or fingers or …) and tries to make sense of those signals. Sometimes it even forces the signals to be something they are not, just so it matches what it already knows. That is how an illusion works. But then how do you know when your thought is real or just an illusion?

1. What if you could see sound waves, just like we can see light waves? Draw what music would look like. Ever listened to the radio inside a building? That’s because the waves can go through walls. So what does a building look like to those kind of radio waves?

2. Draw your own eye. Draw light coming into it. Draw sound coming into it. Draw x-rays coming into it. If you could, how would you make it so your eye can send signals to the brain to tell it which waves the eye received and what to do with them?



How we see things - activity

3. Follow these steps:

A. Close one eye.
B. Hold one arm straight out in front of you.
C. Point with your finger at something in the room — it could be a 

corner where the ceiling and walls meet, or a flag, or a poster 
or whatever you want. Something small is good.

D. Don’t move your finger or arm at all!
E. Now switch eyes. Open the closed one and close the open one 

really quick.
F. Did it look like your finger moved? That’s because each eye sees a 

slightly different view.
Now, whatever you looked at in step C, the thing you pointed at, draw 
what it would look like if your eyes were really far apart instead of 
close together. The view from each eye would be really different.

4. Ready to find your blind spot? Oh yeah, you have one….

A. 1Make a dot and an X on the index card as shown. Put the dot and 
the X far away from each other.

B. Hold the card at eye level about an arm’s length away.
C. Make sure the X is on the RIGHT.
D. Close your RIGHT eye.
E. Look directly at the X with your LEFT eye. Notice that you can also 

see the dot.
F. Focus on the X, but be aware of the dot, as you slowly bring the 

card towards your face. At some point the dot will disappear, and 
then reappear. That’s your blind spot.

G. Put the card far away again. Now close your LEFT eye and look 
directly at the dot with your RIGHT eye. This time the X will 
disappear and reappear as you bring the card slowly toward your 
face.

What happens if light bouncing off an object comes in at your blind spot?


